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My vote its negative Bads 1- bad mechanical 2-spawning in enemy base 3-bad player graphic Goods 1-good weapons 2-zombie
mode 3-flags at the time. Excellent wee game. Two suggestions, first inverted mouse controls which I did see were being added.
Nice one. Second, maybe a game mode that changes nothing expect you have objectives aka an icon appears on screen showing
TNT then you have to receive it and place at a second icon the objective. There could be others but for the most part it would be
nice if you have to venture out from cover and fight towards a goal. Anyway good job. Enjoying it.. I really can't play this
anymore until some of the issues are fixed. Graphics style is very nice, enemy/friendly ai is not bad, it runs well on my PC but it
has a lot of things that need fixing. It needs custom key bindings, better aiming (it's ridiculously floaty and feels like its designed
for an ipad), better spawn rotation (enemies can spawn right in front of you), Weapons need to feel more punchy (bigger bangs
and better reactions from the ai when you shoot them) 3/10 It would be a fun game if it weren't for these problems and a few
glitches.. My vote its negative Bads 1- bad mechanical 2-spawning in enemy base 3-bad player graphic Goods 1-good weapons
2-zombie mode 3-flags at the time
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